JESSICA WANG
Software Developer

330-703-2173
jessicaw.wyt@gmail.com
https://github.com/Jessicawyt

Software developer with an aptitude for problem solving. Experienced
collaborator with a demonstrated history of working within a diverse team.
Lifelong learner with a passion for personal growth. Looking to break into a
career in software development in a company that values ongoing education.

Software Development Experience
Donut Maker
A game inspired by “Cookie Clicker” that allows users to
acquire donuts by clicking a button and unlock
achievements with required donut counts. The project
was built with vanilla JavaScript for frontend and .Net
Entity Framework Core API in C# for the data of certain
challenges. CSS Animation is a core component of the
project that is dynamically implemented by Javascript.

Album Collection
A full stack single-page application that displays a
collection of albums as well as the artists, songs and
reviews related. The users have the options to
read/add/edit/delete a single album or artist. The project
cooperates node.js for manipulating data from a RESTful
API built with .Net Entity Framework Core in C#.

Restaurant Review Site
A collaborative web application utilizing .Net Entity
Framework Core MVC. The application was developed
following Scrum methodology as well as using git
workflow.

Blog It
A web application allowing users to keep a record of their
posts based on categories. The project utilized the MVC
design pattern and displays categories and posts which
were pre-populated from SQL Server database based on
the models. The controllers implemented CRUD operations
so that users could read/add/edit/delete any posts or
categories. Views created with Razor syntax are
dynamically changed with user interactions.

Education & Training

Professional Experience
Freelance Translator / Tutor

2016 - Present

Translated 500-page legal disclosure document for
Microtel Inns and Suites Franchise.
Translated 400,000-character brochure for a Germanfunded battery company HOPPECKE for their 10-year
anniversary.
Co-translated documentary on traditional Chinese food.
Independently create customized lessons and activities
based on customers’ language fluency, goals and
personalities.
Helped local music students with understanding
instructions in classes conducted by English-speaking
professors.
Tourist guide for English-speaking visitors in Wuhan,
China.

English Instructor
EF Education First, Wuhan, China

2015 - 2020

Supervised and reported student goals and progress.
Provided guidance and constructive advice on their
education and customer service plans.
Monitored and responded to customer issues with their
overall learning objectives, student and teacher
relationships, and developed course corrections as
needed.
Planned for and conducted EF’s key out-of-center
service courses that were held in company partners
centers and organizations centers.
Worked closely with the sales team and marketing
team to maintain good customer relationships and
high-performance ratings.

English Teacher
Cambridge English, Wuhan, China

2012 - 2015

Spring, 2021

We Can Code IT
Certificate of Software Development
2012 - 2015

China University of Geosciences
Bachelor of English

Assessed English skills for new students and conducted
all-English classes.
Collaborated with the sales team on customer followups and customer contract renewals.
Created long-term future study plans for students with
quarterly updates.

